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COMING EVENTS
Monthly Meeting: Fourth Wednesday of the month at
Randazzo’s at 6:30 pm for dinner. Meeting at 7:15.
Future Outings:
Car Clinics: Angelo’s garage on Oak Street the third
Sunday morning of the month. We all need to learn how
to repair and maintain our cars.

May 6: Landry’s on Lakeshore Drive at 11:00 am. Meet
at 10:00 am at Caffe Caffe.
May 27: St. Francis Car Show 5:30 pm. 444 Metairie
Road.
June 10: Boutte’s Bayou Restaurant. Meet in parking lot
near Academy Sports at 11:00 am.
Please check our web site for newsletters, coming
events, want ads and photos: www.nolamodelas.com .

NOAs Visit Port Side Restaurant
Saturday April 8th saw seven Model As heading west on River
Road to have lunch at the Port Side Restaurant. We met at
Lafitte’s Landing about 12:30 and arrived at the restaurant just
after one. Present were Barbara & Hall Townsend, Marie &
Anthony Nicolich, Ken & Pearl Falanga, Bill Pfaff, Bob
Sappington, John Maiorana, Angelo Ricca and Nan & Mickey
King. The restaurant was crowded and we were seated at three
tables. The food was good, the service excellent and the prices
reasonable.
Shown below is a photo of the seven As parked on the levee.
The owners were happy to have us and came out to look at the
cars before we left. For a change all the cars behaved well and
there were no problems or breakdowns. It was a beautiful day
and John left his top at home to enjoy the fresh air!

Little Known Facts About Model A Tires
Model As have 19” and 21” wheels. You can check this by
looking at the size code printed on the side of the tire. For
example: On the side wall of any tire you will find a letter and
number code such as P225/60R15 (for a modern car). The
last two numbers tell you that this tire has an inside opening
of 15” and therefore fits a 15-inch wheel.
The “P” means that this tire is for passenger car use; the 225
number is the full width of the tire in millimeters (25.4 mm = 1
inch). The “footprint” of this tire is about 8.86 inches wide.
Forget the 60; the “R” stands for a radial tire. Too much
information?
You need to keep your tires properly inflated (no, I haven’t
checked mine in months, but I should.) Under inflated tires
will wear more on the outside edges while over inflated tires
will wear more in the center of the tire. As tires age the side
walls tend to dry out and crack. Old tires and tubes can leak
air too. How can one check the age of a tire?
Again there are numbers on the side wall that indicate the
date the tire was made. A tire could have the markings
CV3KF5EC470.
Just the last digits reveal the date of
manufacture: 470 says that the tire was made the 47th week
of the year 2000. Tires made after 2000 have four numbers,
for example: 3010 which indicates the 30th week of the year
2010. Now you are an expert on the arcane markings on the
side wall of your tires!

50 Years!

